SINGLE SIGN ON (SSO)
Single Authentication Point

Access Everything Any where

Content Authentication

Give your users the ﬂexibility to access the library anywhere. You
control all aspects related to access. Your end users might be located
mostly on your campus, or distributed geographically across multiple
locations. Some may prefer username and password while others have
access through Active Directory, LDAP or third party learning
management systems. It all comes as an integrated solution on all ends.
Wide range of content providers supported
We support a wide range of publishers, societies and content providers
and we have partnered with many of them in order to provide a
seamless single sign on

Authentication is one of the most
challenging issues that libraries and
information specialists are facing
nowadays. Not all content providers have
sophisticated mechanisms that support a
full-ﬂedged deep integration with third
party systems.
DeepKnowledge’s dedicated
Authenticator supports a multitude of
mechanisms ranging from IP via proxy to
complex API based integrations, allowing
end-users not only a seamless access to
content, but also enabling them to link
their personal proﬁles and save their
favorite content and most frequent
searches into the platform
Save time

Easier Solution Deployment
You don’t need to have a dedicated server on premises and
your IT resources responsible for maintaining it. Our
Authentication modules and Proxy applications run in
dedicated servers providing clustered failover, a 99,9%
Monthly uptime and full maintenance.

Track usage in real-time
The authentication and SSO module is fully integrated
with the various Usage and Analytics Dashboards so that
you can make informed decisions, spot patterns and
receive usage alerts on a regular basis.
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It is now easier than ever to manage the
way access to resources is setup for your
users, and how information is being
delivered to them
Our support team will help set up all your
online subscriptions, maintain them and
make sure that all your content is being
accessed in a seamless and reliable way
Automated Link checker
Thanks to our brand new automated link
checker, you will be immediately notiﬁed
whenever an authentication breaks down,
a link changes or expires. It’s all
automated and you have access to a
dashboard that shows exactly all the
checks, historical data, current status and
any links that require your attention
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